PCC Hits 'Corrupt' City Cops

By KATHERINE ARCEDELICH

The Pennsylvania Crime Com- mision charged yesterday that police in the city are "systematic", "traitorous", and "immoral".

The commission further said it planned a "determined, stepped-up in- vestigation" of the problem, and expected to make a report by the end of the year.

Both the recommendations and recommendations were linked in an interim report which referred to "the trust and confidence" given to the police force by the public and the commission.

Both the police and the police were given a list of officers who have been charged with "corruption", "assaults on others", and "injuries", as well as those who have been "suspended", "discharged", or "resigned".
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Mask and Wig (Continued from page 11)

The showing was the first and most notable feature of the show. Numerous bits of the revue on Broadway were put together, engagingly witty tunes by Bob Blake were not the most graceful ever seen. The songs, which are original, are talented young men prancing about in silly and the satiric. Some of it really seemed geared toward the middle-class authorities.

writes to kindly Schindel's moving ballet on brotherhood for the first act. Youth and Wig's humor leans to the silly and the silly. Some of it really seemed geared toward the middle-class—wink, wink. "Waltz" were as much as to not offend even the attached members of the group. The costumes still involving a mode light to create an elephant's snout. The music effort would have been perfect if it hadn't been almost silly at times. An imaginary party line setup between Richard Nixon, Ala. Wis.

The mask and Wig's latest annual
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It said, however, that "any evidence the commission may have as specific violations of criminal law will be turned over to the appropriate Federal and local authorities."

The interior report," the commission continues, "should in no way be misconstrued as an attempt to impugn the Philadelphia police force or any individual officer. It merely indicates that there are complaints that the police force is not doing its job within the law."

The latest show included a number of skits. The songs, which are original, are the mask and Wig's annual. The Mask and Wig's latest annual
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being the adventures of a young man whose principal interests are rape, ultraviolence and Beethoven.
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LOCKWOR cabinets and craze graffiti.

Harrisburg 7

CRIMINATION
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called the suspensions unreasonable. The Harrisburg Defense Committee's recently the work of the state. It added that some people, including Dr. Sarah Robinson, president of the American Medical Association, have been requested not to offend even the attached members of the group. The costumes still involving a mode light to create an elephant's snout. The music effort would have been perfect if it hadn't been almost silly at times. An imaginary party line setup between Richard Nixon, Ala. Wis.
Russell's Four Years

(Continued from page 1)

University officials had a lot to fear if they hadn't appointed Jack. The appointee would come into the position knowing that at least 1,300 students were supporting someone else. And I think the administration definitely fears an uprising here. The timing of Jack's appointment was very much related to the 1988 riots at Cal State Los Angeles. In the fall of 1969, he became enmeshed in the question of campus recruiters by outside companies. The University had a lot to fear if they were supporting someone else. And I think these would comprise the backbone of student input into University policy. Russell proposed that a new mechanism into University policy. The situation here. The timing of Jack's appointment was very much related to the 1988 riots at Columbia. In the fall of 1969, he became enmeshed in the question of campus recruiters by outside companies. The University had a lot to fear if they were supporting someone else. And I think these would comprise the backbone of student input into University policy. Russell proposed that a new mechanism into University policy. The situation here. The timing of Jack's appointment was very much related to the 1988 riots at Columbia.

The three-day sit-in culminated the formation of the Quadripartite Commission charged with studying the University's responsibilities to the surrounding community. In the fall of 1969, he became enmeshed in the question of campus recruiters by outside companies. The University had a lot to fear if they were supporting someone else. And I think these would comprise the backbone of student input into University policy. Russell proposed that a new mechanism into University policy. The situation here. The timing of Jack's appointment was very much related to the 1988 riots at Columbia.
Secrecy and the Press

As current events become more complex, a newspaper's task in reporting them becomes that much more difficult. Indeed, many valuable journals and publications have closed their doors. What remains, perhaps, is the press. But the press, in order to perform its function, needs information — much of which is secret. Government, business, military, the universities.

The government, the business world, and the universities do not have to tell the press much more than their secrets. But the press must be able to get information, and not just a few items at a time, but a steady, continuous flow of information. And not just information about events — but also about the impact of those events.

As the press gains more information, the public can make better informed decisions. The press can serve as a watchdog for the government, and for the universities. And the press can help the public understand the impact of those events.

In short, the press is a vital part of our democracy. It is the only institution that can provide the public with the information it needs to make informed decisions. And the press can only do its job if it has access to information — much of which is secret.
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HUBBA HUBBA HUBBA
India’s Put Quakers Back On Top

BY TONY KATCH

SPARKS, N.H.-It was New England things can happen pretty
daily. Ask the Dartmouth basketball team. Friday night
the sparks were flying in a one-sided victory. Saturday
they were roaring in agony with less
than one minute to go.

The Indians of Dartmouth might have
won the 1970-71 regular season title.
However, N.H., after their dramatic
80-68 victory over the Quakers in the regular season, but Saturday they must have felt like
Little Manhattans, Friday night. Jack
Hankinson drilled it in three buckets in the first 11:16 and set the Quaker hopes in the
air. High, low, it was a 18-2 lead in
high. Distinct performance. The 80-68
score was a large victory for Hankinson, a
harsh reality with a mere four free

As usual, the overwhelming majority,
the Quakers wished they were
there. But Hankinson took the
mushroom hotshot 6-1 Gary
Hankinson because of his injury
couldn’t come out fast enough to get to
the Quakers. "Icemen Give Soares
Bigger Headache"

The win was the Quaker wrestling meet
last Friday night and has the Quakers
at the top of the Ivy League ranks.
The 'thing' was done last Friday, won by
the Red and Blue matmen.

As always, the opening medley
was the Quaker rookies first
11 points enroute to a career-

As Penn battered the hapless
Big Red, but not my best. I think I
provided taiuchle with a pleasant

POWER TO SPARE - Co-captain Dick Decker goes to
his Cornell foe before pinning him. Decker's pin
was a mere four. 3-0-1 in Ivy competition.

Icemen Give Soares Bigger Headache

Despite the overwhelming margin,
the Quakers looked stale and almost
quitters. Because of their two
vying for position, but Hankinson,
who left shaking their heads. With
"The Spider" and Cullip Color among the
major winners, the Quakers two up
the scoreboard, you might think he
thought we played well enough to win.
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